
 

Christ Church, Rawdon           Easter 2017 

In Touch 
 

Alleluia! Christ is risen! 

Welcome to the Easter 2017 issue of In Touch, our parish magazine. By the time you are reading 
this, Christians around the world will be joining in the celebration of our most important feast day 
and the great fifty days which follow. And this year the celebration is extra-special in that both 
Eastern and Western Christians, those who keep the Julian calendar as well as those of us who use 
the Gregorian, are observing Easter at the same time. That only happens occasionally. 

It is Easter and the resurrection of Jesus Christ that give meaning to everything else that we do as 
Christians throughout the year. Without the resurrection, Jesus’ death would have marked the end 
of a failed ministry. Just what the authorities wanted. Instead Jesus’ resurrection transformed his 
death on the cross into God’s victory over all sin and death. And because he lives, we too can 
share in that victory. Sin and death do not have the last word. Despite the worst that they can do 
(and our world offers us plenty of examples of just how terrible that can be), they cannot destroy 
us if we trust in God. 

As we celebrate Christ’s risen presence in our lives, I wish you all the joy of this Easter season. 

The Lord is risen indeed! Alleluia! 

Fr Michael 

 

Ask the Rector 

A while back our Sunday readings included the following passage: “It was also said, ‘Whoever 
divorces his wife, let him give her a certificate of divorce.’  But I say to you that anyone who 
divorces his wife, except on the ground of unchastity, causes her to commit adultery; and 
whoever marries a divorced woman commits adultery. (Matthew 5:31-32). 

After the service, a parishioner said to me, “Isn’t it time we took that bit out of the Bible?” 

We live in a society in which divorce has become quite common.  A good many of the people who 
will be reading this article will be themselves divorced, married to someone who is or have a close 
relative who is divorced and virtually everyone will know and be friends with people who are 
divorced.  Anglican churches frequently marry couples, one or both of whom are divorced.  Many 
of our clergy, including some in the highest positions of leadership are divorced.  So isn’t it indeed 
time to match our words to our practise and “take that bit out of the Bible?” 

I don’t think we should do that for a number of reasons.  First of all, I don’t think we should act 
unilaterally in such matters.  The Bible doesn’t belong to any particular denomination or group of 
Christians.  It belongs to the whole of the Christian church, in all parts of the world.  It might 
indeed be possible to pass a motion in General Synod saying that we should omit a particular 
verse or verses from the scriptures.  It would definitely be impossible to get such an agreement 
from all Christians or even from all parts of the Anglican Communion.   (And, if the Anglican 
Church of Canada adopted such a ruling, not even all Canadian Anglicans would agree with it or 
abide by it.)  Secondly, even if such an agreement were possible, I still think it would be a bad 
idea.  It is precisely those bits of scripture that make us uncomfortable, that seem at odds with 
the way we live, that we most need to wrestle with and think about what they are saying to us 
and to our daily lives. 

The above arguments could be applied to any part of the bible that was being considered for 
scrapping.  But what about the passage quoted above?  How do we deal with the fact that we, and 
our society, seem to be so obviously at odds with it?  We need to begin by looking at the context.  
It should be noted that divorce in the Jewish world of two thousand years ago was completely in 
the hands of the husband.  He could divorce his wife simply by writing out a statement of divorce 
against her.  The wife had no say in the matter.  Also, the position of women outside of marriage 
needs to be taken into account.  A woman was dependent on her male relatives, father, eldest 
brother, husband, son, for support and if she was cut off from that support her situation was very 
desperate indeed.  Women in such situations might indeed be forced to turn to a marriage of 
convenience, if they were “lucky” and probably prostitution, if they were not, in order to survive.  
So the economic situation of divorced women was quite different from what it is today. 

Even though we do now often perform marriages involving divorced persons, we do still, as a 
church, and most of us as individuals, continue to hold that the marriage commitment is intended 
to be a lifetime one, to the exclusion of all others, on either side.  If we lived in a perfect world, 
fully in tune with God’s will, all marriages would live up to that commitment.  But we do not live in 
a perfect world.  Marriages break down.  Sometimes one partner or the other or both stray from 
their commitments.  Sometimes a couple drift apart.  Some relationships are violent and abusive.  
Sometimes divorce is the only answer a couple can see in front of them.  The ideal remains but we 
don’t always live up to it.  But that doesn’t mean we scrap the ideal we are striving towards. 

So no, let’s keep the Bible as it is and continue to struggle with those parts that make us 
uncomfortable. 

We need your questions.  So if there is something about church customs that has been puzzling 
you, please write it down in the form of a question and give it to Fr. Michael or send it to “Ask the 
Rector”, 3537 Metcalfe, Rawdon, Qc J0K 1S0.  You can also send questions by email to 
mjrmtl@gmail.com with Ask the Rector in the subject line. 

 

Highlights of 2017 Vestry Meeting 

The annual meeting was well attended by members of the Congregation.  Most came to the soup 
and bread luncheon prepared by members of the Corporation before the meeting. 

The financial report showed that total revenues were up significantly from last year.  The majority 
of this increase came from one-time bequests and the Fair Replacement Fund that received a 
tremendous response.  This Fund was also a one-time event to be replaced by a new 
Auction/Bazaar, scheduled for August 5, 2017.  General donations were up slightly and revenue 
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from the use of the Parish Hall was also up significantly.  Hopefully with the addition of the new 
handicap access ramp, which was paid for in full by donations for that purpose, more 
organizations will consider using this facility in 2017.  A milder winter also greatly reduced our 
overall heating costs. 

The Corporation members are pleased to inform the congregation that Christ Church finished the 
2016 year with a slight surplus of funds.  This was chiefly due to some significant donations and 
bequests.  Hopefully the generosity of all our members’ giving will continue this trend in the 
current and coming years. 

The 2017 Officers of Christ Church are as follows: 

Priest / Incumbent  Michael J. Robson 

Rector’s Warden  Marion Loffelmann 

People’s Warden  Ann Allen 

Deputy Rector’s Warden Dave Bennett 

Deputy People’s Warden Cheryl Way 

Treasurer   Brenda Purcell 

Vestry Clerk   Sue Ellen Jones 

Synod Delegate   Anne Millar 

Alternate Synod Delegate Clare Dowie 

Envelope Secretary  Shirley Tinkler Moore 

The Wexford Guild had it final closing meeting on April 24, 2016 in our Hall.  The Guild was 
founded in 1926 and had served in this Parish for 90 years.  Our web page will be updated to 
include documents and pictures celebrating the history of Wexford.  The annual service at this site 
will also be continued. 

Dave Bennett 

 

Clifford Forshaw 

Many of us remember Cliff as our insurance agent.  He and his partner, Tom Jewitt, opened an 
office on Queen Street and for years served the community before retiring in early 2000. 

He, Marie, and family moved to Rawdon in the early 60s.  They lived in various locations, settling 
in their home on Third Avenue.  Marie was a quiet, gracious lady, happy to be there for family, her 
garden, and caring for various adopted animals.  Any animal, regardless of species, that ventured 
into their yard immediately found a haven.  Cliff fed carrots to the deer and they, in turn, enjoyed 
the neighbour’s tulips. 

Cliff always had a flair and special style, driving his blue Triumph with the top down, waving a 
jaunty cap.  He rode his horse, English saddle, dressed in riding attire, always very dapper and 
debonair. 

That was the fun side.  His love and devotion of family, his loyalty to friends, his involvement in 
Church and the Masons were all very dear to him.  Cliff had a daughter by a previous marriage, 

and then Gary and Carolyn.  He was so proud of them and somewhat surprised by the number of 
his descendants.   After laughing, he would say we started with three and now I can’t keep count.  
They were always there for their Dad, kept in contact and visiting back and forth.  He felt 
privileged to share life with them. 

Cliff and Marie were active members of Christ Church, and in the mid eighties he agreed to serve 
as a Warden for a two year term.  Marie became Envelope Secretary.  Brian Rees was Rector and 
when Brian left to teach in England they remained in contact.  Cliff continued to support the 
Church and like many, wondered about its future, sometimes critical but always with good 
intentions. 

Clifford was one of the founding members of the Rawdon Centennial Lodge and was an active 
member for 60 years.  He served as Past Grand Master, as Past Grand Master of the Quebec 
Lodge and was a member of the Scottish Rite. 

I was indeed fortunate to have the Forshaws as my neighbours.  When I married and moved, Cliff 
always kept in touch.  He and Earle both were founding members of the Centennial Lodge, and 
both were involved in Christ Church.  When Earle became ill, Cliff visited him weekly.  Old friends, 
special friends. 

Shirley Tinkler-Moore 

 

The Wandering Bull Calf 

Late one afternoon, a neighbour dropped off three head of cattle that he had brought from 
Ormstown.  One of the newcomers was Johnny, a six-month old Belted Galloway bull calf that we 
put in a pasture with some of our cattle. Belted Galloway cattle could have been the inspiration for 
Oreo cookies with their jet black head and shoulders and hips with a uniform white band around 
their middle.   

The next morning, Johnny could not be found, he had probably gone exploring, trying to find it 
mother.  We checked with neighbours and no one had seen this easily identifiable calf.  So, after 
breakfast, a search party was assembled.  We found his tracks on a trail, heading towards Lake 
Veil, so we went around by the road to try to get ahead of him and chase him home.  We found 
lots of his tracks but still no sign of Johnny. 

About mid-afternoon, we gave up our search for the day and headed home to find Johnny safe 
and sound in the barn.  Shortly after we had started on our search, a friend arrived at the farm to 
tell Mom that that calf was on its way back to the farm.  They had easily chased it into the barn 
and closed the door.  Life before cell phones! 

Brent Parkinson 

 

Keep our Cemetery Beautiful 

As the snow slowly melts and the sun shines a little longer each day, it will not be long before we 
can get outside to landscape and enhance our surroundings at home and at other sites that mean 
something to us, such as Christ Church cemetery.  We are truly blessed to have a tranquil, 
beautiful cemetery with a distinctive character derived from the trees, shrubs, other plants and 
the charming mix of decades-old and contemporary headstones and markers.  



The very trees that lend shade and stateliness to our graveyard also create a lot of work in the 
Spring, with the leaves and branches that fall through Autumn and Winter.  There is much truth in 
the adage “many hands make light work”.  Please make your hands count at the annual cemetery 
clean-up day planned for Saturday, May 6th, starting at 9:00 a.m.  In case of rain, it will be 
postponed to May 13th.  Volunteers are needed to rake, load and haul leaves and branches.  You 
would be surprised at what a difference a day, half a day, or even 30 minutes of your effort will 
make to the cemetery’s appearance! 

To facilitate the grounds-keeping operations and to maintain an aesthetic, tidy and hazard-free 
environment in the cemetery, please keep the following guidelines in mind when landscaping the 
graves of family members and friends this Spring. 

-Monuments and markers should be maintained by the owners.  This includes leveling monuments 
and markers so that they do not become a safety hazard. 

- As grass cutting is much easier when the ground is level, adding topsoil to graves that have 
settled is encouraged.  A supply of topsoil will be made available in the cemetery by early June for 
this purpose. 

- Wooden boxes, metal or vinyl borders, stones, granite or wood chips are not permitted around 
graves.  Please do not use nails, spikes or wires to hold decorations in place.  All of these things 
can be hazards to groundskeepers and machinery. 

- For maintenance purposes, grass is preferred on graves, however, a flowerbed extending a 
minimum of 18” in front of the headstone is permitted. 

- Use of artificial flower arrangements on top of gravestones is discouraged, as they tend to fade 
quickly and detract from the appearance of the cemetery. 

- When choosing plants for flowerbeds, consider planting native species with limited spreading 
characteristics or non-invasive non-native species. 

Together we can all contribute to the upkeep and safety of the cemetery!  Thank you for your co-
operation. 

Contacts :  Any questions regarding the cemetery may be directed to the Wardens or by email to 
brentparkinson@sympatico.ca (Cemetery Committee Chair). 

Wendy Asbil, Secretary, Cemetery Committee 

 

Louis Martin Riquier, RN, BAC 

One day, some time ago, I noticed a young man sitting at the back of the Church who appeared to 
be a newcomer and unknown to most of us at the time.  His name is Louis Martin Riquier, and we 
eventually noted that he was up front, as they say, assisting in the communion service under the 
direction of Fr. Robson.  Furthermore, I noticed that Louis was very friendly to all who gathered 
for coffee after the service and that the response of parishioners was animated towards him also. 

Therefore, I decided it was time to sit Louis down at our home and find out what makes this 
friendly fellow tick.  It’s called exposing your life to the editor, but to my surprise, Louis graciously 
talked to me for over two hours in a most pleasant and co-operative manner.  This is his story 
which I am sure you will find interesting. 

Louis Martin Requier was born on December 7, 1974 in a small hospital in Louiseville, the son of 
Marcel and Pierette.  His dad was postmaster in Lanoraie.  Louis first 5 years were happy times 
and he was cherished by his family and their many friends.   Louis tells us that he had a nanny at 
age 6 months, Huguette Perreault. 

His schooling began in Lanoraie Elementary School and at Grade 7 he transferred to Berthierville 
High School until graduation in 1992.  Louis says he was a quiet studious person, interested in 
music and he learned from a Nun who asked him and challenged him to play at church.  However, 
she was his elementary teacher,  not his organ and trombone teacher.  Then we learn that Louis 
played the organ in the Lanoraie Church at the age of ten. 

He decided to learn English when challenged by his father who spoke English when they 
vacationed at their St. Jean de Matha cottage. 

After high school, Louis won a contest about Canadian Culture and was sent on his first airplane 
ride to the Queen Charlotte Islands.  While there, decided he wanted to teach so he then did his 
CEGEP following which he spent 3 years at University of Montreal at Montreal, gaining a diploma in 
French Studies.  Louis then returned to CEGEP in Joliette for a certificate in nursing. 

Why nursing you ask?  Because he was comfortable talking with people and KNEW that he had 
teaching skills.  He is highly organized, has a desire to help people, and can rise to tough 
challenges.  He also knew that he would not become involved in a business career. 

In 2009 Louis gained his BAC in nursing from the University of Quebec at Trois Rivieres while 
working shifts in a hospital.  At this point in our conversation, I asked Louis to summarize his 
nursing career.  This is his story. 

He began his nursing career at Pierre Le Gardeur Hospital in 2000 as a regular RN.  In 2001, he 
was asked to become a trainer of new young nurses because the hospital executives saw a desire 
in him to work with young people and to teach them the nursing profession.   

In 2002, he was made Assistant Head Nurse, knowing that he was good at clinical judgement as 
well as his ability to get involved with service to patients, families and staff.  One could say that 
Louis was a very dedicated person when it came to dealing with patients, staff and families, all 
under stress.  In 2009, because of the pressures of overcrowded hospitals and the workloads 
imposed, his excellent team of caregivers began to drift away to other positions or other jobs.  But 
Louis stayed true to his calling and from 2009 until today he moved through the ranks to become 
a Nursing Councillor in staff training.  Eventually, he developed an interest in enterostomal 
therapy and wound care, as well as incontinence therapy, the position he actually holds today. 

In 2006 Louis Martin Requier had a stressful event in his life which does not need to be discussed 
here but it led him to question what God wanted of him as a member of the Catholic Church.  He 
was very troubled, unable to understand, having done so much good for so many people as a 
nurse.  And so one day while out walking, he noticed an Anglican summer church, St. James, in 
Cacouna, where he was visiting.  Louis got to thinking about that and went to the internet where 
he discovered two Anglican churches, Mascouche and Rawdon.  He then found his way to Christ 
Church Rawdon one Sunday, entering late at about 10:30 and sat in the last row next to, he 
believes, Mabyn Blagrave. 

Before Louis knew it, Fr. Simonton and later on, under Fr. Michael Robson, Louis was invited to 
come up front and take part in the service as an usher, later as a reader, and eventually we find 
him helping at communion. 
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The rest of Louis Martin Riquier”s story has yet to be written, and I hope to have the opportunity 
to write it when the time comes.  Meanwhile, we are pleased to have his presence among us and 
we wish him the best that life and God have to offer this truly dedicated nurse. 

Louis Martin Riquier’s motto : TO HELP PEOPLE ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH HARDSHIP – BECAUSE I 
AM SO LUCKY! 

Derek Morris 

 

ECOL 

Looking for something interesting to do on a Tuesday morning?  Why not drop in at the Anglican 
Church Hall and participate in ECOL (English speaking Community Organization of Lanaudiere).  
They offer the English speaking population very interesting topics from medical issues, safety, 
legal information, movies, workshops, information on different health services available in our 
area and a wealth of other subjects but most importantly a place to gather, socialize with one 
another as well as take home a collection of useful English language pamphlets on subjects 
discussed at our gatherings. 

Brenda Purcell 

 

TWITTERINGS 

 Congratulations and best wishes to Kirsten and Felix Dumas.  They celebrated their 50th 
wedding anniversary in February.  They then left for a three week visit to Haiti. 

 A warm welcome to Ada Evans, a retired teacher and sister to Lillian Parkinson, who has 
moved from Arundal to the Villa des Chutes Residence in Rawdon. 

 Sympathy to Bob Ranger and his family with the news of the passing of his brother, Fred.  A 
sincere and caring service was held in Lachute in his honour officiated by Rev. Nicholas Pang. 

 A heartwarming and happy story of a sister, Tricia Clayton, who donated her kidney to her 
brother, Jimmy Clayton.  The operation was successful and both are well.  Prayers and 
thoughts of concern for them both as well as their parents, Neal and Rowena Clayton, were 
upper most in everyone’s minds in our church as well as the community of Rawdon. 

 On March 2, 2017, the World Day of Prayer was held at Christ Church.  It was very well 
attended, well organized and interesting. 

 It was good news upon hearing that Lee Esterbrook is recovering well from a serious heart 
operation which took place in Toronto. 

 The Rev. Peter Asbil and his wife, Doreen, will be celebrating their 50th wedding anniversary 
on June 3, 2017.  Best Wishes! 

 It was sad news hearing the passing of Keith Burgoyne on March 14th.  Our sincerest 
condolences to Elizabeth, as well as Eric, his son, and family.  He was a quiet gentleman who 
attended and took part in our services during the summer months and will be greatly missed. 

 Found in a crack in an old kitchen cupboard was a crumpled and faded list of names of the 
congregation of the Parish of Rawdon who donated to the Anglican Advance Appeal.  It 
reported that on May 23, 1946, a cheque was sent to the Synod in the amount of 
$1,790.84.  Quite a chunk of change for that time!  Also interesting were the names of 
approximately 120 of the people from various families at that time.  So many are now gone 
but never to be forgotten! 

 

THE LAST PAGE 

In my old age I often find myself wide awake during the night, it seems to be a good time to do 
my thinking. 

So, in mid February, I got to wondering about those who are members of Christ Church and 
whom we very seldom see at Sunday services, including their children.  Now, of course, there 
are many reasons why this is so, health, infirmity, old age, far flung family and other 
impediments. 

But there is also another reason and it came to me that many people of whatever faith spend 
Sunday mornings in local restaurants, eating breakfast and mingling with their friends, 
sometimes including the children, perhaps tying to lessen their stress.  You might say its a form 
of comfort food eaten in lieu of staying home in bed.  The word church is no longer their concern 
as state and church have now separated.  As we all know, churches are mostly empty now, at 
least the main ones. 

But think for a moment, those passing their time in restaurants on Sunday mornings are 
spending money and 16% tax, plus tips, to get their form of stress release. 

It that is so, then allow me to suggest an alternative to that scenario.  The ten o’clock Sunday 
morning service at Christ Church which offers another form of “comfort food” featuring the 
music of the great Casavant organ, singing along with the choir, those golden oldie hymns we 
used to find so satisfying, lessons, prayers for our country and family, and communion, all 
designed to widen the mind, as well as the opportunity to encounter God and receive his Grace.  
As was said “Come unto me all you who are heavy laden and I will refresh you”. 

In addition to these things, refreshments and coffee or tea are offered after the service, no bill 
and tax free!  No tipping, please!  If you wish, all that saving could be placed on the collection 
plate.  Think about it. 

So, if you haven’t shared our Sunday service with us for a while, why not come along to God’s 
beautiful church, bring a friend if you can, and take part in the beauty of His comforting 
message. 

On the other hand, to dismiss this plea is to see the church close in time for lack of support for 
those who work so hard to keep the doors open and supply your “comfort food”. 

Derek Morris 
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